Idesco to showcase AESCO security solutions at SKYDD 2012
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Idesco also to display Access 8 CD 5 2.0 AES, the most secure access control reader in the world

SKYDD 2012 starts next week in Stockholm and Idesco hope to see you there. They will be displaying a wide variety of exciting new innovations and products, chief among them their new AESCO security solution, leading access control nominee for the Detektor International Award. They are proud of AESCO and the growing interest it has attracted. Come see how easily and cost-effectively AESCO could lift your current system to the highest level of security. Award winners to be announced at the show September 19.

AESCO isn’t all you’ll see; far from it. Growing industry attention on security (as IT-networked access control grows more common) guided our development and launch this year of numerous other new products. At Skydd 2012 you’ll see their new generation of products aren’t just more flexible, convenient and cost-effective. They’ve also been cleverly designed to anticipate your future migrations up to higher levels of security.
For example, at their stand you will see:

- **Access 8 CD 5 2.0 AES**, the most secure access control reader in the world, with a 128-bit AES encrypted reader-host communication protocol.

- **The Idesco Migration Station**, designed to conveniently and quickly migrate your existing population of user identities up to DESFire security.

We’ll also have Jens Holmberg, Idesco AB’s Business Manager and their newest team member there at Skydd 2012. Jens brings a long history and in-depth experience in the security industry and AESCO delighted to have him serving their Scandinavian market customers. (Jens Holmberg, Jari Valtonen, CEO and Timo Jauhiainen, VP will be able to meet with you all days of the show; R & D Director Anu-Leena Arola 19-20.9) Contact info@idesco.fi to book a meeting with any of their team members.

Come welcome Jens, visit with Jari, Timo and Anu and learn more about their latest security and identification innovations at Skydd 2012, Stand 01:38, Hall A, Rica Talk Hotel, Stockholm, September 18-21.